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This paper describes explicitly all non-regular non-degenerate simplicial stochas-
Žtic Bernstein algebras. Consequently, the Bernstein problem S. N. Bernstein,
Ž . .Science Ukraine 1 1992 , 14]19 in the non-degenerate case is settled, since the
regular and exceptional cases have already been examined by Y. Lyubich in the
1970s. Notice that from this result it is possible to explicitly describe every
Ž . Ž² Ž 2 .:non-regular simplicial algebra A, D since the simplicial subalgebra supp A ,
w Ž 2 .x.supp A is non-degenerate. Also we prove the relevant Lyubich's conjecture
Ž .1992, Yu I. Lyubich, Biomathematics 22, 232 in an affirmative way: all normal
simplicial stochastic Bernstein algebras are regular. Q 2000 Academic Press
Key Words: non-associative algebra; Bernstein algebra; simplicial stochastic alge-
bra.
1. INTRODUCTION
ŽSimplicial stochastic Bernstein algebras were introduced by Lyubich see
w x.also P. Holgate 10 as algebras representing populations that reach the
equilibrium after a generation. In this way Bernstein algebras emerge in
connection with the problem in mathematical heredity posed by S. N.
w xBernstein 1 in 1922.
Non-associative algebras appear in genetics via gametic, zygotic, or
copular algebras in a quite natural way when we try to express as a
symbolic product the way in which biological characteristics are passed
down through generations, and they are in general commutative and have
a non-zero homomorphism of the algebra into the field. In a recent survey
w x20 a general introduction to algebras related to genetics can be found.
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Bernstein proposed the description of all biological mechanisms that
w xfollow the Stationary Principle. Let us, following 19 , translate to an
algebraic language the above-mentioned problem. We say that a commuta-
tive algebra A over the field R has stochastic realization if it admits a basis
 4  nF s e , . . . , e , called stochastic, such that D [ x s Ý x e : x G 0,1 n is1 i i i
n 4Ý x s 1 the simplex spanned by this basis is invariant with respect tois1 i
Ž .the multiplication in the sense D ? D ; D. The pair A, D is called a
Ž .simplicial stochastic algebra abbreviated as simplicial algebra . The mapping
Ž n . nv : A “ R given by v Ý x e s Ý x is a non-zero homomorphism. Ais1 i i is1 i
Ž .simplicial algebra A, D is called Bernstein, if for all x g A,
2 22 2x s v x x . 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
The Bernstein Problem is equivalent to explicitly describing all simpli-
cial Bernstein algebras. The cases n s 1, 2 are trivial. Bernstein solved the
problem for n s 3 and some particular cases for n s 4. The solution, for
n ) 3, in the regular and exceptional cases was found by Lyubich in the
Ž w x.1970s see 11]15, 18 . In view of the fact that for n F 4 every Bernstein
algebra is regular or exceptional, the problem for n s 4 was completely
solved by Lyubich. The Bernstein problem in the non-regular case for
w x w xn s 5 and n s 6 was solved in 5 and 8 , respectively. Finally, the
Ž . Ž .non-regular cases for types n y 2, 2 and 3, n y 3 were obtained by the
w x w xauthor in 7 and 9 , respectively. Here we solve, for all n, the Bernstein
problem in the non-degenerate non-regular case. Thus, this work and the
above-cited papers settle the Bernstein problem in the non-degenerate
Ž .case. We note that every simplicial Bernstein algebra A, D can be
Ž² Ž 2 .:obtained from its non-degenerate simplicial algebra supp A ,
w Ž 2 .x.supp A , and hence all simplicial Bernstein algebra can be explicitly
described.
The following well-known facts about Bernstein algebras will be used in
Ž w x.this paper see 4, 10, 16, 18, 21 . A Bernstein algebra has a unique weight
homomorphism v. The ideal ker v of co-dimension 1 is called the barideal
Ž .of A, bar A . Every Bernstein algebra contains at least one non-zero
idempotent element. If e is an idempotent element, then A has a Peirce
Ž .decomposition A s R e [ U [ Z , where bar A s U [ Z ande e e e
 4  4U s x g A: 2 ex s x , Z s x g A: ex s 0 . 2Ž .e e
Products between elements of U and Z satisfy the relationse e
U 2 ; Z , U Z ; U , Z 2 ; U , 3Ž .e e e e e e e
223 2 2u s 0 s u uz s uz s uz s u 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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for all u g U and z g Z . The subspacee e
U [ U l ann U s u g U : uU s 0 . 4Ž . Ž .0 e e e e
is an ideal of A independent of the idempotent e considered. Further-
Ž .more, the following relations hold for all u g U and z g Z :e e
uz z , z 2 g U . 5Ž . Ž .0
Ž 2 . Ž .Therefore, if uz g Ru, then uz g U . Notice that U U [ U s 0 by0 0 e e
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 and 4 . The set of idempotent elements I A of A is given by
I A s x 2 : v x s 1 s e q u q u2 : u g U , 4Ž . Ž .  4e
2and if e s e q u q u is another idempotent, then
2U s u q 2uu: u g U , Z s z y 2 u q u z : z g Z . 6 4 Ž . Ž . 4e e e e
Dimensions of U , Z , U 2, and U Z q Z 2 do not depend on the choice ofe e e e e e
the idempotent element, which justifies the following definitions: the type
Ž . Žof A as the pair m, d , where m y 1 s dim U and d s dim Z soe e
.n s dim A s m q d , and m is called the rank of A, m s rk A; a
Ž . 2 Ž .Bernstein algebra in which U Z s 0 and Z s 0 is called regular and ae e e
2 Ž .Bernstein algebra in which U s 0 is said to be exceptional. The algebrae
A is called nuclear if A2 s A. Notice that if A is a Bernstein algebra, then
2 2 Ž . 2A s R e [ U [ U for all e g I A and hence A is nuclear.e e
Ž .In the following A, D will be a simplicial Bernstein algebra of type
Ž .  4n w xm, d with F s e as a stochastic basis such that D s F . Thei is1
Ž . 2simplicial algebra A, D is called degenerate if there exists j such that A
Ž U .is a subspace of ker e . In other cases the simplicial algebra is calledj
Ž .non-degenerate. Furthermore a non-degenerate simplicial algebra A, D is
called normal if it is externally and internally irreducible, where externally
Ž .irreducible means that for every pair j, k j / k and for every scalar
2 Ž U U .a ) 0 we have that A o ker e q a e , and internal irreducible meansj k
Ž . Ž .  U4that there is no pair j, k, j / k such that e y e g ann A . Here e isj k i
 4 Ž .  4the dual basis of e and ann A [ x g A: xA s 0 .i
 4 ²For a finite sequence f s a , a , . . . , a of elements of A, a , a ,1 2 r 1 2
: w x. . . , a denotes the linear span of f and a , a , . . . , a the convex hullr 1 2 r
of f.
If x s Ý x e , then the support of x with respect to the basic F,i i i
Ž .denoted by supp x , is the set of basic vectors for which the coefficient is
Ž .non-zero, that is, e g supp x if and only if x / 0. Finally, if X is ai i
Ž .  Ž . 4subset of A we define supp X s D supp x : x g X . Furthermore, if
 4C s a is another basis and x s Ý y a g A, then the support of x withi k k k
Ž .  4respect to C, denoted by supp x , is the set a g C: y / 0 .C k k
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w xA face of the simplex D is every subset e , . . . , e , where e , . . . , ei i i i1 m 1 m
Ž .are basic vectors. For every face G, we denote by Int G the interior of the
Ž .face G with respect to its affine hull. Notice that x g D belongs to Int G
w Ž .xif and only if G s supp x .
Ž . Ž .We say that a simplicial algebra B, G is a simplicial algebra of A, D if
B is a subalgebra of A and G s B l D. We know that for every non-de-
Ž . Ž .generate simplicial subalgebra B, G or A, D , the face G is essential in
Ž . Ž . Ž .the sense Int G l I A / B. In this case we say that G is k y 1 -essential,
where k is the rank of B. Conversely, if a face G of D is essential, then
² : Ž .B [ G is a subalgebra of A and B, G is a non-degenerate simplicial
Ž .subalgebra of A, D .
wWith respect to simplicial subalgebras we will use a result proved in 17,
x18 in a topological context. It can be reformulated in an algebraic way as
LEMMA 1.1. E¤ery simplicial Bernstein algebra of rank m has at least m
Ž .non-degenerate simplicial subalgebras of rank 1. Besides, if B , G and1 1
Ž . Ž .B , G are two different non-degenerate subalgebras of A, D with rank 1,2 2
 4then B l B s 0 .1 2
The following is central in our analysis:
Ž w x. Ž .THEOREM 1.1 Theorem 2.1 of 6 . Let A, D be a simplicial Bernstein
 4n w xalgebra of rank m, and with F s e as a stochastic basis, D s F . Theni is1
there are an idempotent element e, a basis u , . . . , u of U , and elements2 m e
z g Z such thati e
m
e s e q m u q z 1 F i F n ,Ž .Ýi i t t i
ts2
where m G 0 and e q lu g D if and only if 0 F l F 1 for all t and k.i t k
Furthermore, if the stochastic basis is non-degenerate, then for e¤ery i there are
at most two non-zero coefficients m .i t
2. NON-DEGENERATE SIMPLICIAL BERNSTEIN ALGEBRA
In the following we will assume that the simplicial Bernstein algebra
Ž .A, D is non-degenerate of rank m. Denote by u the null vector. In the1
proof of the main theorem we will use some notations and results that
w x w xfollow from Theorem 2.1 of 6 . According to 6 we know the existence of
 4mq ga partition V of the stochastic basis, an idempotent e in D, a basisl ls1
 4  4u , u , . . . , u of U , and a basis z : 1 F l F m q g , 1 F t F n of Z2 3 m e lt l l el
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such that the expression of the stochastic basis F, after reindexing, with
respect to
C s e, u , z : 2 F i F m , 1 F l F m q g , 1 F t F n 4i l t l ll
Ž .is of the form for 2 F i F m and 1 F j F g
e s e q n u q Ýr1 a z10 10 1 ks1 1k 1k
F s 7Ž .1 ½ e s e q n u q z 1 F t F nŽ .1 t 1 t 1 1 t 1
e s e q n u q z q Ýr i a zi0 i0 i i0 ks1 i k ik
F s 8Ž .i ½ e s e q n u q z 1 F t F nŽ .i t i t i i t i
e s e q l u q l u q z 1 F t F n ,Ž .F s 9Ž .mq jt jt i jt k mqjt mqj½ j jmq j
² :where z g z : 1 F k F n ; a - 0; 0 - n F 2; 0 - l , l ; 2 - i -i0 1k 1 i t i t jt jt j
Ž .k F m; and all the pairs i , k are distinct. Furthermore,j j j
e q lu g D m 0 F l F 1. 10Ž .j
As suggested by the previous presentation of the stochastic basis, we
w x Ž .define, following 6 , the subspaces for i s 1, 2, . . . , m and j s 1, 2, . . . , g
 4² :W [ Z l supp supp e q u , W s 0Ž .Ž .i e C i mqj
W [ W q W q ??? qW ,1 2 mqg
² : ² :Y [ z g C : z f W , Y [ z : 1 F t F ni it i t mqj mqjt mqj
Y [ Y q Y q ??? qY1 2 mqg
Z [ W [ Y , Z [ W [ Y .i i i mqj mqj mqj
w xLEMMA 2.1 6 . If x g D and m is the coefficient of u in the expressioni i
of x with respect to C, then m G 0.i
w x ŽLEMMA 2.2 6 . Basic properties of abo¤e subspaces are for 1 F i F k F
.m and 1 F j F g
Ž .i The ¤ector z belongs to W if and only if t F r .i t i i
Ž . ² :ii If i / k, then Z l Z ; z : 1 F t F n .i k 1 t 1
Ž . X X Xiii Let a s e q u q z, a s e q u q z g D. If z g Y, thenit
z g supp uuX m e g supp aaX ;Ž . Ž .i t C i t
z g supp uuX m V ; supp aaX .Ž . Ž .mq jt C mqj
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If z g W, i ) 1, and t ) 0, thenit
X  4 Xz g supp uu « e , e l supp aa / B.Ž . Ž .i t C i0 i t
Ž . y qiv For each z g C l W , there exist two ¤ectors, f and f , ini
w Ž .x w xsupp e q u ; V j V with the formi 1 i
fys e q gyu q «yz , fqs e q gqu q «qz , 11Ž .i i
where gy, gqG 0 and «y- 0 - «q.
Ž . ² Ž 2 .:v Y is a subspace of supp U .C e
Ž . ² Ž .: ² : ² :vi supp u u ; z : 1 F t F n q Z q Z q Ý V :C i k 1 t 1 i k mqj
Ž . Ž .4i , k s i, k .j j
Ž .  4vii If u g U , i ) 1, then Y s 0 .i 0 i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .viii The ¤ector z lies in supp u u if and only if i, k s i , k .mq jt C i k j j
Furthermore,
u u f u u : i , k / i , k and 2 F i F k F m .² :Ž . Ž .i k i k j jj j
Ž .ix Finally,
U [ U l ann U ; u : i f Dg i , k . 4² :Ž .0 e e i js1 j j
w xLEMMA 2.3 6 . The following relations hold:
23 2 2U s 0 , Ru ? supp U ; Ru , supp U s 0 .² : ² :Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .e i C e i C e
LEMMA 2.4. The relations
² :Z Ru [ Z ; u , u and Z Z ; RuŽ .i k k i k i mqj i
 4  4hold for all i, k g 1, 2, . . . , m and all j g 1, 2, . . . , g .
Ž .Proof. According to Lemma 2.3 it suffices to prove that W Ru ,i k
² : Ž 2 . Ž .W Z ; u , u , and W Z ; Ru , since Y , Y , Y ; supp U by vi k i k i mqj i i k mqj C e
of Lemma 2.2. Let z g C l W and consider the vectors fy and fqi
Ž .defined in 11 . The elements
g t 1
t t t  4f e q u s e q u q u q « zu q « u u , t g y, qŽ . Ž .k i k k i kž /2 2
² :belong to D, and hence Lemma 2.1 implies that zu g u , u sincek i k
² : Ž .U Z ; U . In view of W s C l W , we conclude that W Ru ;e e e i i i k
² : Xu , u . Next, for each z g C l Z , there exists an element a g D ofi k k
the form a s e q n u q zX. Indeed, if zX s z , t ) 0, then we can take ask k t
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a the basic vector e , and if zX s z , t ) 0, then we take as a the basick t 1 t
vector e . The elements fya and fqa lie in D,1 t
g t n
X Xt t t t tf a s e q u q u q « n zu q g z u q « zz q « n u u ,Ž .i k k i i kž /2 2
 4t g y, q ,
X ² : ² :so zz g u , u and W Z ; u , u , since we have proved above thati k i k i k
Ž . Ž . ² :Z Ru , Z Ru ; u , u . Finally, for each z g C l Z we havei k k i i k mqjt mqj
y q ² :that f e , f e g D and hence zz g u , u , u . Then, be-mq jt mqjt mqjt i i kj j
2 Ž . ² :cause Z ; U and by ix of Lemma 2.2, zz g U l u , u , u ;e 0 mqjt 0 i i kj j
Ru .i
ŽCOROLLARY 2.1. The following relations hold for all k and j 2 F k F m;
.1 F j F g :
Z 2 s 0 , Z Ru [ Z ; Ru , Z Z s 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 k k k 1 mqj
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 2.2. If u f U , then Ru [ Z Z s 0 .i 0 i i i
Proof. If z g Z , then by Lemma 2.4 we get that u z g Ru . So therei i i
Ž . Ž . 2exists a g R such that u z s a u . Then u z z s a u z s a u belongsi i i i i
Ž .to U by 5 . Then, because u f U , we have a s 0 and hence u z s 0.0 i 0 i
Finally, let z, zX g Z . We know that in a Bernstein algebra Z 2 ; U andi e 0
hence zzX g U . On the other hand, from Lemma 2.4 it follows that0
X X  4zz g Ru . Consequently, zz g U l Ru s 0 since u f U .i 0 i i 0
LEMMA 2.5. The relation U Z ; U holds.e e 0
Ž .Proof. We shall prove that Ru Z ; U for i s 2, . . . , m. If u g U ,i e 0 i 0
then the result is trivial since U is an ideal of A. Next, we know that0
Ž .² Ž 2 .: Ž .Ru supp U ; Ru therefore if this product is different from zero,i C e i
Ž . Ž .then there exists z g Z with u z s u and by 5 we have that u s u z ze i i i i
Ž .² Ž 2 .: Ž .g U . We have obtained that Ru supp U ; Ru l U . Therefore0 i C e i 0
Ž . Ž .it remains to prove that Ru W ; U . We already know that Ru W ;i 0 i i
Ž . Ž .Ru l U . Now we will see that Ru W ; U for k / i. We know fromi 0 i i 0
Ž . ² :Lemma 2.4 that Ru W ; u , u . Let u s a u q b u s u z with z gi k i k i k i
Ž . Ž .C l W . If a / 0, then a u z q b u z s a u q b u z s u z z g U byk i k i k i 0
Ž . Ž5 , and since u z g U we know by Corollary 2.2 that if u z / 0, thenk 0 k
.u g U we conclude that u z g U . Let us suppose, finally, that a s 0k 0 i 0
y1 Ž .and u / 0, that is, u s b u s u z with b / 0. Then u u s b u u z sk i i k i i
Ž .  40 by the second relation of 4 . For every h g 2, . . . , m , u u sh k
y1 Ž . y1 Ž .b u u z s yb u u z s 0, since if u z f Ru then by the previoush i i h h k
Ž .part u z g U , and if u z s lu then u lu s lu u s 0.h 0 h k i k i k
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Ž .COROLLARY 2.3. If u f U and u g U then Ru [ Z Z ; Ru .i 0 k 0 i i k k
Ž . ² :Proof. We know that Ru Z , Z Z ; u , u l U . On the otheri k i k i k 0
² :hand, because u f U , we get that u , u l U s Ru .i 0 i j 0 k
 4For each i, 2 F i F m, let n be the scalar n [ max n : t s 0, 1, . . . , ni i i t i
and
e [ e q n u q n 2 u2 .i i i i i
w xLEMMA 2.6. If u f U , then e g e g V : n s n , so e g D.i 0 i i t i i t i i
Proof. Assume that u f U . There exists e g F such that n s n ;i 0 i t i t i
that is, this basic vector has the form e s e q n u q z . Then, fromi t i i i t
Corollary 2.2 it follows that e2 s e q n u q n 2 u2 s e lies in the basici t i i i i i
Ž 2 .simplex D. Now it is easy to check that supp e ; V j V ,i t 0 i
n n0 i
2e s j e q z e ,Ý Ýi t k 0 k k ikž / ž /
ks0 ks0
Ž n0 . Ž ni .where j G 0, z G 0, and Ý j q Ý z s 1. As usual in thisk k ks0 k ks0 k
Ž .paper, p x will denote the coefficient of u in the C expression of x.i i
Then
n n0 i
2n s p e s p j e q z eŽ . Ý Ýi i i t i k 0 k k ikž / ž /ž /
ks0 ks0
n n n0 i i
s j p e q z p e s z nŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ýk i 0 k k i ik k ikž / ž /
ks0 ks0 ks0
n ni i
F z n s z n F n .Ý Ýk i k i iž /
ks0 ks0
Ž .Thus, each inequality is equality and hence we have the following: a
niŽ . Ž .j s 0 for all k, b Ý z s 1, and c if z / 0, then n s n .k ks0 k k ik i
COROLLARY 2.4. If u f U and u2 s 0, theni 0 i
Ž .i z s 0 and n s n s 1 for 0 F t F r ; that is, these ¤ectors ha¤ei0 i t i i
the form
ri
e s e q u q a zÝi0 i i k ik
ks1
e s e q u q z 1 F t F r .Ž .i t i i t i
Ž . Ž .  4ii supp e q u s e g F: 0 F t F r .i i t i
Ž . ² :  4iii Z s z : 1 F t F n and Z l Z s 0 for all k / i.i i t i i k
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Ž .Proof. In view of Lemma 2.6 the vector e q e q n u g D, so 10i i i
Ž .forces the inequality n F 1. Also by 10 the vector e q u g D, so e q ui i i
w xg V j V , and this implies that 1 F n . Consequently, we have proved0 i i
Ž .that n s 1. Finally, from Lemma 2.6 and ii of Lemma 2.2 follow thei
Ž . Ž .results i ] iii .
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.7. If u , u f U and Ru Z q Ru Z q Z Z / 0 , theni k 0 i k k i i k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a Y s Y s 0 ; b r s n and r s n ; c n s n for t s 1, . . . , n andi k i i k k i t i i
n s n for t s 1, . . . , n ; that is, these ¤ectors ha¤e the formk t k k
r ri k
e s e q n u q z q a z e s e q n u q z q a zÝ Ýi0 i i i0 i l i l k 0 k k k 0 k l k l
ls1 ls1
e s e q n u q z 1 F t F n e s e q n u q z 1 F t F n .Ž . Ž .i t i i i t i k t k k k t k
Furthermore,
ri1
e s e y a e ,Ýi i0 i l i lr i ž /1 y Ý als1 i l ls1
rk1
e s e y a e 12Ž .Ýk k 0 k l k lrk ž /1 y Ý als1 k l ls1
and
12 2 4  4V s e , e e s e q e , V s e .Ž .i i i k i k k k2
Ž . Ž . ² :Proof. We first note that Ru Z q Ru Z q Z Z s u , u l Ui k k i i k i k 0
since we have proved that U Z ; U for a non-degenerate simpliciale e 0
Bernstein algebra. Therefore there is u s a u y b u with a / 0 andi j
² :b / 0 such that u , u l U s Ru. Thus, for each u we have 0 s uu si j 0 l l
Ž . ² : ² :a u y b u u s a u u y b u u , so that u u s u u . Consequently,i k l i l k l i l k l
 4 ² 2: ² : ² 2: Ž 2 .for l g i, k , we get that u s u u s u and hence supp u si i k k i
Ž 2 . Ž² : . Ž² : . ²supp u ; z : 1 F t F n q Z l z : 1 F t F n q Z s z :k 1 t 1 i 1 t 1 k 1 t
: Ž .  4 Ž .1 F t F n by ii of Lemma 2.2. Next, if l f i, k , then supp u u s1 i l
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .supp u u , and by vi and ix of Lemma 2.2 supp u u is a subspace ofk l i l
Ž² : . Ž² : . ²z : 1 F t F n q Z q Z l z : 1 F t F n q Z q Z s z : 11 t 1 i l 1 t 1 k l 1 t
: Ž .F t F n q Z . Thus, we have proved that Y s Y s 0 , r s n , and1 l i k i i
r s n .k k
2 2 w xOn the other hand, we know that e s e q n u q n u g e : n s ni i i i i i t i t i
; V and hence e s Ýr i j e with Ýr i j s 1 and j G 0. Then, be-i i ts0 t i t ts0 t t
2 ² :cause u g z : 1 F t F n , we have that a j q j s 0 for t s 1, . . . , r .i 1 t 1 i t 0 t i
² 2: ² :Therefore we have u s z and j ) 0 and n s n for all t. Similari i0 t i t i
Ž .results are obtained for the index k, so 12 is established. Note that we
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prove that
² : ² 2: ² : ² 2: ² :z s u s u u s u s z . 13Ž .i0 i i k k k 0
2  4 2  4Now from Corollary 2.2 we get that V s e and V s e . Also wei i k k
already know that A2 is regular and hence
1e e s e q n u q n u q n n u u .Ž .i k i i k k i k i k2
² : w  4 r iSince u u g z : 1 F t F n we have that e e g V j e ji k 1 t 1 i k 0 i t ts0
 4 rk x n0 r i rke , so that e e s Ý j e q Ý z e q Ý § e . Thenk t ts0 i k ls0 l 0 l ls0 l i l ls0 l k l
r r ri i i
1 n s p e e s z p e s z n s z n ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýi i i k l i i l l i l i2 ž /
ls0 ls0 ls0
and hence Ýr i z s 1r2. In an analogous way we obtain that Ýrk § sls0 l ks0 l
²1r2. This forces j s 0 for t s 0, . . . , n . Next, because u u g z :t 0 i k 1 t
:1 F t F n we have that a z q z s 0 for l s 1, . . . , r and a § q § s1 i l 0 l i k l 0 l
Ž .0 for l s 1, . . . , r , from which it follows that e e s e q e r2.k i k i k
Ž . Ž . ŽLEMMA 2.8. If u , u f U , then Ru Z , Ru Z , Z Z ; R n u yi k 0 i k k i i k i i
.n u .k k
² :  4Proof. If u , u l U s 0 , then the result is trivial, since we havei k 0
2 Ž . Ž .proved that U Z q Z ; U and hence Ru Z q Ru Z q Z Z ;e e e 0 i k k i i k
² :  4 ² :  4u , u l U s 0 . Thus, we now suppose that u , u l U / 0 . Theni k 0 i k 0
² :there exists u s a u y b u with a / 0 and b / 0 such that u , u l Ui k i k 0
s Ru. We prove the lemma in two steps.
² :2 Ž .First we assume that u , u / 0 . Since u g U we have that 0 s u ui k 0 i
s a u2 y b u u and 0 s uu s a u u y b u2 , so thati i k k i k k
a b
2 2u s u u s u . 14Ž .i i k kb a
Ž . Ž 2 2 2 .Next, the relation e e s e q e r2 forces n n u u s n u q n u r2i k i k i k i k i i k k
and hence
1 n ni k2 2u u s u q u . 15Ž .i k i kž /2 n nk i
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Ž . Ž .In view of 14 and 15 we have
a b
y 2b a ui 0s ,
2 ž /a 1 n 1 n 0ž /i k uky y 0
b 2 n 2 nk i
and since u2, u2 / 0, the above matrix is non-regular. Since its determi-i k
nant is zero, if we denote by r the scalar an rbn , then 0 s yrr2 q 1 yk i
y1 Ž y1 . 2 Ž .2r r2 s 1 y r q r r2. This implies that 0 s 1 y 2 r q r s 1 y r
and hence r s 1. Consequently, an s bn .k i
² :2 Ž .We now consider the case u , u s 0 . We already know, fromi k
Lemma 2.6 and Corollary 2.4, that in this case n s 1, z s 0, W s Z sl l0 l l
² : w x  4z : 1 F t F r , and e s e q u g V for l g i, k . Let z g W l Cl t l l l l i
X X ² :and z g Z l C. We will prove first that u z , u z g u y u and nextk i k i k
X ² : Ž .that zz g u y u . In view of Corollary 2.4, the elements defined in 11i k
have the following form:
fy s e q u q «yz X , fq s e q u q «qz X , with «y- 0 - «q.k k k k
X Ž .If u z s lu s l a u y b u , then we define the mappingi i k
y q w xf : f , f “ e, e q u , e q uk k i k
X 1 1x se q u q « z “ e q u x s e q q «la u q y «lb u .Ž . Ž . Ž .« k i « i k2 2
Ž . ² :The mapping f is well defined, because e q u x g D l e, u , u si « i k
w x Ž . Že, e q u , e q u by previous results. If we compute e q u x s y«l ai k i «
. Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . w xyb e q 1r2 q «la equ q 1r2y«lb equ g e, equ , e q ui k i k
Ž . q Ž .we obtain that l a y b s 0, because in other cases either y« l a y b
y Ž .- 0 or y« l a y b - 0 is a contradiction.
X Ž . Ž . ² :Therefore, if u z / 0 , then Ru Z q Z Z g u y u , sincei i k i k i k
Ž . ² : Ž .Ru Z q Z Z ; u , u l U . We obtain a similar result if Ru Z /i k i k i k 0 k i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 . Thus the lemma is proved if Ru Z q Ru Z / 0 .i k k i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Finally, we assume that Ru Z q Ru Z s 0 . By 11 and Corollaryi k k i
2.4, for z g Z l C there exist vectors fy , fq in D with the form fy s ei i i i
y q q y q X Žq u q h z, f s e q u q h z with h - 0 - h . If zz q mu s m a ui i i i
.y b u , then we consider the mappingk
y q y q w xc : f , f = f , f “ e, e q u , e q ui i k k i k
x s e q u q hz , y s e q u q « zXŽ .h i « k
1 1“ x y s e q q h«ma u q y h«mb u .Ž . Ž .h « i k2 2
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Ž .This mapping is well defined, and the products x y s yh«m a y b e qh «
1Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1r2 q h«ma e q u q y h«ma e q u force that m a y b s 0.i k2
w Ž .x w Ž .xLEMMA 2.9. The faces supp e and supp e q u with u g U arei i 0
Ž . Ž .0-essential. Furthermore, if u , u g U 1 - i - k , then supp z andi k 0 C i0
Ž .  4supp z are disjoint subsets of z , . . . , z .C k 0 0 0 nr q1 00
X ² X:Proof. Let F s V j V with i ) 1 and u g U . Then B s F is1 i i 0
an exceptional Bernstein subalgebra of rank 2 with FX as a stochastic basis.
w Ž .x w xIt is easy to check that G s supp e s e : 0 F t F r is a 0-essential1 1 t 1
2 Ž . w X xface since W s 0 . By Lemma 1.1 the face F has at least two disjoint1
w X x0-essential faces. Let G be a 0-essential face of F different from G .i 1
2  4 w Ž .xthen G s e q lu with l / 0. Since G and G s supp e q lu arei i 1 i i
disjoint faces, we get that
² :z g z : r - t F n . 16Ž .i0 1 t 1 1
Ž . ² : w x ² : w X xNow relation 10 implies that l s 1 since e, u l F s e, u l Fi i
² : w x w 2 2 x w xs e, u l G j G s G j G s e, e q lu .i 1 i 1 i i
Let us now assume that u , u g U with 1 - i - k. Then by the firsti k 0
w Ž .xpart of Lemma 2.9 we have that G , G , and G s supp e q u are0 i k k
different 0-essential faces of D. On the other hand, we already know that
0-essential faces are disjoint, so G l G s G l G s G l G s B. This1 i 0 k i k
² : Ž . Ž .implies that z , z g z : r - t F n and supp z l supp zi0 k 0 1 t 1 C i0 C k 0
s B.
The following theorem can be proved in the same way that Theorem 2.1
w xof 6 was proved. The same notation will be used.
2THEOREM 2.1. For e¤ery idempotent element e [ e , 1 F l F m, withlt
w Ž .x  4face supp e 0-essential, there is a basis u , . . . , u of U and elements z2 m e i
in Z such that elements of F can be expressed ase
my1
e s e q m m q z 1 F i F n ,Ž .Ýi i k k i
ks1
w xwhere m G 0 and e q lu g F if and only if 0 F l F 1 for all i, k.i k k
Furthermore, if the stochastic algebra is non-degenerate, then for e¤ery i there
are at most two non-zero coefficients m .i t
Ž .Proof. We will use induction on m s rk A . If m s 1, then the result
is trivial. Let m ) 1. If we prove that there exists FX a subsequence of F
X ² X:such that e g F and the subspace B s F is a subalgebra of A ofl t
rank m y 1, then by induction assumption there exists a basis u , . . . ,2
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4u of U l B and elements z in Z l B such thatmy 1 e i e
my2
Xe s e q m u q z e g F ,Ž .Ýi i k k i i
ks1
w xwhere m G 0. Proceeding in the same way as in Theorem 2.1 of 6 wei k
obtain the result. Thus, it remains to prove the existence of any such
X X Ž .subsequence F . If m s 2 then we can take as F the list supp e .F
Finally, if m ) 2 we take an index k / l, 2 F k F m. Let FX be the set
 Ž . 4 Ž .e g F: p e s 0 , where p x is the coefficient of u in the Ci k i k k
² X:expression of x. It is easy to check, using previous results, that B s F
Xis a subalgebra of A of rank m y 1, and obviously e g F .l t
LEMMA 2.10. If A is non-regular, then there is a presentation of F of the
Ž . Ž .form gi¤en by 7 ] 10 with some u g U .k 0
Proof. Let us suppose a presentation with no u g U . Then, accordingi 0
to Lemma 2.5, Lemma 2.8, and non-regularity of the algebra, there exist
Ž . Ž . ² :indices i, k such that 0 / Ru [ Z Z ; n u y n u ; U , and thei i k i i k k 0
2 2 2vectors u , u and u u are linearly dependent. We can take e [ e s ei k i k i0
2 2 w Ž .xq n u q n u s e . It is easy to prove that supp e is a 0-essential facei i i i i
Ž . Ž .  4since Ru [ Z Z ; Ru l U s 0 . In view of Theorem 2.1, followingi i i i 0
w x Ž . Ž .the ideas of 6 , there is a presentation for F of the form given in 7 ] 10
with respect to the idempotent e and the corresponding Peirce decomposi-
 4 tion A s R e [ U [ Z . Indeed, V s e g F: ee s e and V s e ge e 1 i i 1 i
4F: 0 / ee y e g Ru for i s 2, . . . , m. Next, we shall prove that there isi i
Ž .any basic vector e of F with the U -component in U . Notice first that 6k t e 0
implies that
2u [ u q 2 n u u s u q 2n u ,Ž .i i i i i i i i
u [ u q 2 n u u s u q 2n u uŽ .k k i i k k i i k
n u y n u s n u y n u q 2 n u n u y n u s n u y n uŽ . Ž . Ž .i i j k i i k k i i i i k k i i k k
2 2Ž . Ž .are elements in U . Let n u q n u z [ b n u y n u , where b g R.e i i i i k t t i i k k t
Then
2 2z [ z y 2 n u q n u z s z y 2b n u y n uŽ .Ž .k t k t i i i i k t k t t i i k k
2 2is an element in Z for t s 1, . . . , r . Also the vectors u , u u , u , z , ande k i i k k i0
2 2 2Ž . Ž . ² :z are in Z since U [ U U s 0 and z , z g u , as we provedk 0 e e e e i0 k 0 i
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Ž .in 13 . For each t, 1 F t F r , the expression of e using e isk k t
2 2e s e q n u q z s e q n u y n u y n u q zŽ .k t k k k t k k i i i i k t
s e q 1 y 2b n u y n uŽ . Ž .Ž .t k k i i
2 2q z y 2 1 y 2b n u n u y n u y n uŽ . Ž .Ž .k t t i i k k i i i i
2 2s e q 1 y 2b n u y n u q z y n u ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .t k k i i k t i i
and in an analogous way we obtain that the U -component of e s e qe k 0
n u q z q Ýrk a z isk k k 0 ts1 k t k t
rk
1 y 2 a b n u y n u ,Ž .Ý k t t k k i iž /
ts1
² 2:since we have obtained in the proof of Lemma 2.7 that z g u .k 0 i
Consequently, either for any t, 1 y 2b / 0 or 1 y 2Ýrk a b / 0, sincet ts1 k t t
Ž . Ža - 0. Finally, we note that n u y n u s n u y n u q 2n u n uk t k k i i k k i i i i k k
.y n u s n u y n u g U .i i k k i i 0
Since the Bernstein problem in the regular case was studied and solved
by Lyubich, we will consider from now that the non-degenerate simplicial
Ž .algebra A, D is non-regular. Also we assume in this section a presenta-
tion for F with the element u g U , h ) 1.h 0
LEMMA 2.11. If u f U , then n s 1.i 0 i
X ² X:Proof. Let F s V j V j V . Then B s F is a Bernstein subal-0 i h
gebra of rank 3 with FX as a stochastic basis. By Lemma 2.9 for each
Ž .  X Ž .4z g supp B the set a g F : z g supp a has at most three elements.C C
Ž . w X x w xThus, geometrically, it is clear that R e [ U l F s e, e q u , e q u .e i h
Ž . 2 2If n s max n then, as we saw in Lemma 2.6, e s e q n u q n u gi i t i i i i i
w X x Ž . Ž . ² : w X xF , and hence e e q u s e q n u q u r2 g e, u , u l F si h i i h i h
w xe, e q u , e q u . Sincei h
1 1 y n n 1Ž .i i
e q n u q u s e q e q u q e q u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i i h i h2 2 2 2
it follows that n F 1. The reverse inequality is trivial since e q u g D.i i
Now the following results can easily be proved.
Ž .LEMMA 2.12. i If u f U , then z s 0.i 0 i0
Ž . 2 Ž .ii If u , u f U and u y u g U with i / k, then u s 0 s u ui k 0 i k 0 i i k
s u2 .k
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Ž .iii The following relation holds:
w xR e [ U l D s e q u : 1 F k F m .Ž .e k
wProof. We will assume that u f U . We know that e q u g V ji 0 i 0
 4 r i x n0 r ie and hence e q u s Ý j e q Ý j e , where j , z G 0i t ts0 i ts0 t 0 t ts0 t i t t t
n0 r i Ž . n0 Ž .and Ý j q Ý z s 1. Then 1 s p e q u s Ý j p e qts0 t ts0 t i i ts0 t i 0 t
r i Ž . r i r i wÝ z p e s Ý z n s Ý z . Thus j s 0 for all t and e q u g e :ts0 t i i t ts0 t i t ts0 t t i i t
x0 F t F r , and this forces z s 0.t i0
Next we assume that u , u f U and n u y n u s u y u belongs toi k 0 i i k k i k
Ž . ² 2: ² : ² 2: ² :  4U . In view of 13 we have u s u u s u s z s 0 . Thus,0 i i k k i0
Ž .ii of Lemma 2.12 is proved.
Ž .Now let us assume that x s e q u g R e [ U l D. First we note thate
Ž .if a s e q u q z g supp x , then z g W, since in other case z g Y l C,i
Ž X. X Xand we know that z f supp a for all a g F, a / a. Then x s m x qC 1 1
w Ž .xm x q ??? qm x , where x g supp e q u , m G 0, and m q m2 2 m m i i i 1 2
q ??? qm s 1. Also we have already proved thatm
 4W l W s 0 i / k , 17Ž . Ž .i k
w Ž .x w Ž .xsince first if u , u g U , then supp e q u and supp e q u are dis-i k 0 i k
²joint 0-essential faces. Next if u g U and u f U , then W ; z :i 0 k 0 i 1 t
: ² : ² :r - t F n q z : 1 F t F r and W s z : 1 F t F r . Finally, if1 1 i t i k k t k
² : ² :u , u f U , then W s z : 1 F t F r and W s z : 1 F t F r . Ini k 0 i i t i k k t k
Ž .view of relation 17 , we get that x g R e [ U whenever m / 0. Thusi e i
x s e q l u with 0 F l F 1.i i i i
LEMMA 2.13. The relations l q l s 1 hold for all j and t.jt jt
Ž . Ž .Proof. From viii and iii of Lemma 2.2 follows that
1V ; supp e q u e q u s supp e q u q u q u u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ž /mq j i k i k i k2j j j j j j
 4and hence by Lemma 2.12 there exists l g 1, . . . , n satisfying lmq j jl
q l G 1. The index l can be selected in a way such that l q l G l q ljl jl jl jt jt
Ž . Ž .for all index t. Then, as above, from viii and iii of Lemma 2.2 it follows
2Ž . Ž .that V ; supp e s supp e q l u q l u q l l u u , andmq j mqjl jl i jl k jl jl i kj j j j
therefore l q l s l q l G 1 for all t.jt jt jl jl
To check the reverse inequality, we note that A2 is regular and hence
12e q u e s e q u q l u q l u g D .Ž . ž /h mqjt h jt i jt k2 j j
Ž .This, together with Lemma 2.12, implies that 1 q l q l r2 F 1, that is,jt jt
l q l F 1.jt jt
LEMMA 2.14. If u f U , then n s 1 for all t.i 0 i t
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Proof. Let a s e q n u q z g F. If z s 0, then e q u g D, e q n ui i i
g F imply that n s 1. If z g W then n s 1 by Lemma 2.11. Finally, wei
Ž .shall assume that z g Y . Then there exists k with z g supp u u . Ini C i k
Ž .view of iii of Lemma 2.2,
1a g supp e q u e q u s supp e q u q u q u u .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i k i k i k2
This, together with the previous lemmas, implies n s 1.
 4COROLLARY 2.5. The relation Y s 0 holds.1
3. THE MAIN THEOREM
As suggested by the previous results, we will introduce a new notation
Ž .for F and C. We recall that u denotes the null vector. Thus, for A, D , a1
Ž .non-degenerate non-regular simplicial Bernstein algebra of type m, d ,
n s m q d , we have
Ž .  4a an idempotent e g D, a basis u , . . . , u of U , and a basis ¤2 m e ltl
of Z ,e
C s e, u , ¤ : 2 F i F m , 1 F l F m q g , 0 F t F d , 4i l t l ll
Ž .  4  4b a partition I , I , I of the set 1, . . . , m , where i g I if and0 1 2 0
only if u g U , i g I if and only if i f I , and there exists an index k,i 0 1 0
k / i such that u y u g U ,i k 0
Ž .  4mq gc the expression of F , after reindexing, with respect to Cl ls1
is of the form
a s e q r u q Ýsi b ¤i0 i0 i ks0 i k ik
i g I , F sŽ .0 i ½ a s e q r u q ¤ 1 F t F s s dŽ .i t i t i i t i i
18Ž .
a s e q u q Ýsi b ¤i0 i ks1 i k ik
i g I , F s 19Ž . Ž .1 i ½ a s e q u q ¤ 1 F t F s s dŽ .i t i i t i i
a s e q u q Ýsi b ¤i0 i ks1 i k ik
i g I , F s 20Ž . Ž .2 i ½ a s e q u q ¤ 1 F t F dŽ .i t i i t i
a s e q l u q l u ¤ 1 F t F d ,Ž .F s mq jt jt i jt k mqjt mqj½ j jmq j
21Ž .
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where 0 F r F 2, b - 0, 0 - l , l , and l q l s 1. All the pairsi t i t jt jt jt jt
Ž .i , k are distinct, and 2 F i - k F m with i , k g I . For each i g I jj j j j j j 2 0
w xI the face L [ F is 0-essential and1 i i
2  4L s e q u .i i
w xFor each i g I the face L [ F is invariant, that is, L ? L ; L , and2 i i i i i
it satisfies
e q u , e q u q u2 g L .i i i i
Ž .The relationship between the two notations is agree s [ 0mq j
² : ² :W s ¤ : 1 F t F s , Y s ¤ : s - t F di it i i i t i i
 4F s supp e s e : 0 F t F rŽ .1 1 t 1
F s supp e q u j V if 1 / i g IŽ . Ž .i i i 0
F s V if i g I j IŽ .i i 1 2
F s V .mq j mqj
LEMMA 3.1. The relations
1L ? e q u s e q u q u , L ? W s 0Ž . Ž . Ž . 4i k i k i k2
hold for all i g I and all k g I j I .0 1 2
Ž .  Ž . 4Proof. First we shall prove that L ? e q u s e q u q u r2 . Leti k i k
a s e q ru q ¤ g F . In view of the fact that L is 0-essential, therei i i
Ž .exists b g L such that e q u s 1 y a a q a b, where 0 - a - 1. Sincei i
Ž . ² : w xL e q u ; e, u , u l D s e, e q u , e q u we havei k i k i k
1 1 w xe q u q e q u s e q u e q u g Int a, b ? e q u 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i k i k k2 2
s Int a e q u , b e q uŽ . Ž .k k
w x; e, e q u , e q u .i k
w Ž . Ž .x w xThis implies that a e q u , b e q u ; e q u , e q u . On the otherk k i k
hand, we know that ¤u g Ru and hence ¤u s u u , where u is a scalar,k i k i
Ž . Ž . Ž .so a e q u is of the form e q rr2 q u u q 1r2 u . Then, becausek i k
w xthis element belongs to e q u , e q u , we get that rr2 q u s 1r2.i k
Ž . XFinally, we shall show that L ? W s 0 . Let ¤ g W l C. We consideri k k
the elements in D already defined, fys e q u q «y¤ X and fqs e q u qk k
q X Ž .Ž X. w Ž« ¤ . We know that Ru [ Z R¤ ; Ru , so that for each x g supp ei i i
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.x Xq u we have x¤ s q u , with q g R depending on x. Then by the firsti i
part we have
X 1 1t t t  4xf s x e q u q « x¤ s e q q « q u q u g D , t g y, q .Ž . Ž .k i k2 2
Ž .But now iii of Corollary 2.12 implies that q s 0. In particular, for
x s e q u we have that u ¤ X s 0, and next for x s a we have 0 s a¤ X si i
X X X  4ru ¤ q ¤¤ s ¤¤ . Therefore we have proved that L W s 0 .i i k
COROLLARY 3.1. For all i g I and all k g I j I , we ha¤e0 1 2
Ru ? W s 0 , Z ? W s 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž .i k i k
LEMMA 3.2. The following relation holds:
U ? supp U 2 s 0 .² : Ž .Ž .e C e
Proof. Let u , u f U with k F l and u u / 0. Again arguing as atk l 0 k l
w x Ž .beginning of the proof of Lemma 2.4 of 6 , for every ¤ g supp u uC k l
² :there is an element f s e q u q g ¤ g D where u belongs to u , u ,¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ k l
and g and the coefficient of ¤ in the expression of u u with respect to¤ k l
the basis C have the same sign. Indeed, if ¤ f W we can take as f a¤
Ž .basic vector in F, and for ¤ g W we can use iv of Lemma 2.2. If ¤ g Zk
then u s u , and analogously if ¤ g Z then u s u . Finally, if ¤ s ¤¤ k l ¤ l mqjt
Ž . Ž .g Z , then k, l s i , k and u s l u q l u . Thus, in all the casesmq j j j ¤ jt k jt l
Ž .u s a u q 1 y a u , where 0 F a F 1. There exists scalars z ) 0¤ ¤ k ¤ l ¤ ¤
 Ž .4verifying Ý z : ¤ g supp u u s 1 and¤ C k l
² :0 / z g ¤ : ¤ g supp u u g u u . 22 4Ž . Ž .Ý ¤ ¤ C k l k l
Ž .² Ž 2 .: Ž .Let u g U . If u f U , then Ru supp U s 0 , since we knowi e i 0 i C e
that
Ru supp U 2 ; Ru l U .² :Ž . Ž .i C e i 0
In another case u g U and u ¤ s q u , where q g R. Then the productsi 0 i ¤ i ¤
e q u f s e q u e q a u q 1 y a u q g e q u ¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i ¤ i ¤ k ¤ l ¤ i
s a e q u e q u q 1 y a e q u e q u q g u ¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .¤ i k ¤ i l ¤ i
1 1s a e q u q u q 1 y a e q u q u q g q uŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .¤ i k ¤ i l ¤ ¤ i2 2
1 1 1s e q q q g u q a u q 1 y a uŽ .Ž .¤ ¤ i ¤ k ¤ l2 2 2
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² : w xare in e, u , u , u l D s e, e q u , e q u , e q u , and therefore wei k l i k l
get that
q g F 0. 23Ž .¤ ¤
Ž .Finally, because u g U , from relation 22 we obtaini 0
0 s u u u s u z g ¤ s z g u ¤ s z q g uŽ . Ý Ý Ýi k l i ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ i ¤ ¤ ¤ iž /
¤ ¤ ¤
s z q g u ,Ý ¤ ¤ ¤ iž /
¤
Ž .so this equality joint to 23 forces q g s 0 and hence q s 0.¤ ¤ ¤
 4COROLLARY 3.2. For all i g I , k g I j I , and j g 1, . . . , g , we ha¤e0 1 2
Ru ? Z s 0 , Ru ? Z s 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i k i mqj
LEMMA 3.3. The relation
Z ? Z s 0 , Z ? Z s 0Ž . Ž .i k i mqj
 4holds for all i g I , k g I j I , and j g 1, . . . , g .0 1 2
Proof. This part can be proved in the same way that the first part of
Lemma 3.1 was proved. The same notation will be used. Consider a s e q
u q ¤ and aX s e q u q ¤ X arbitrary elements in F and F , respectively.i k i k
w Ž .x w xLet b g supp e q u such that e q u g Int a, b and consider a ) 0i i
Ž . Xsuch that a a q 1 y a b s e q u . Since ¤¤ g Ru , there exists q g Ri i
verifying ¤¤ X s q u . Then by the second part of Lemma 3.1 and Lemmai
3.2, we have
1 1 X Xw xe q u q e q u s e q u a g Int a, b ? a 4Ž . Ž . Ž .i k i2 2
w X X x w xs Int aa , ba ; e, e q u , e q u ,i k
w X X x w xand hence aa , ba ; e q u , e q u . On the other hand, we know thati k
X Ž . X Ž . X X Ž . X Žaa s a e q u q a¤ s a e q u q u ¤ q ¤¤ s a e q u q ¤¤ s e qk k i k
Ž . Ž . . Ž . Ž . Ž .1r2 u q 1r2 u q q u s e q 1r2 q q u q 1r2 u . Then, be-i k i i k
w xcause this element belongs to e q u , e q u , we have that q s 0. Thisi k
forces ¤¤ X s 0.
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Y YFinally, consider a s e q lu q lu q ¤ g F . Obviously, l q li k mqjj j
s 1. We know that ¤¤Y g Ru , so ¤¤Y s u u with u g R. Theni i
1 l l
e q u q e q u q e q uŽ . Ž . Ž .i i kj j2 2 2
Y w x Ys e q u a g Int a, b ? a 4Ž .i
w Y Y x w xs Int aa , ba ; e, e q u , e q u , e q u ,i i kj j
w Y Y x w xand hence aa , ba ; e q u , e q u , e q u . Next we know thati i kj j
Y Yaa s a e q lu q lu q a¤ž /i kj j
Y Ys la e q u q la e q u q u ¤ q ¤¤Ž . Ž .i k ij j
1 1 1 1
Ys l e q u q u q l e q u q u q ¤¤i i i kj jž / ž /2 2 2 2
1 l l
s e q u q u q u q q ui i k ij j2 2 2
1 l l
s e q q q u q u q u .i i kj jž /2 2 2
w xThen, because this element belongs to e q u , e q u , e q u we havei i kj jYthat u s 0. This forces ¤¤ s 0.
Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 prove the following.
LEMMA 3.4. The relations
1L ? L s e q u q u ,Ž . 4i k i k2
1 4L ? a s e q u q l u q l u½ 5ž /i mqjt i jt i jt k2 j j
 4hold where i g I , k g I j I , and j g 1, 2, . . . , g .0 1 2
We may now prove the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.5. The following relations hold:
g g
2Y s Y [ Y ; supp U ; Z [ Y² :Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ýk mqj V e k mqjž / ž /ž / ž /
kgI js1 kgI js12 2
; ann A .Ž .
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Proof. We shall prove the last inclusion. Let k g I . In view of Lemmas2
Ž .Ž . Ž .3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 we have that Ru [ Z Z [ Z s 0 for i g I .i i k mqj 0
Ž .Ž . ² :Next, if i g I l I then we know that Ru [ Z Z [ Z ; u , u1 2 i i k mqj i k
² :  4lU , but definitions of I and I force the relation u , u l U s 0 .0 1 2 i k 0
² Ž 2 .: Ž .COROLLARY 3.3. The following relation holds: Z ? supp U s 0 .e e
LEMMA 3.6. E¤ery non-degenerate and externally irreducible simplicial
Bernstein algebra is regular.
Proof. Let A be a non-degenerate non-regular simplicial Bernstein
Ž .algebra. In view of previous results, there is k g I j I such that W / 0 .0 1 k
If x s Ý x a and x 2 s Ý xX a , then xX s yb xX for t s 1, . . . , d .i, t i t i t i t i t i t k 0 k t k t k
Therefore the simplicial algebra is externally reducible.
w xThe above lemma proves Conjecture 5.7.15 in 18 in an affirmative way.
For that we only need to remember that a normal simplicial Bernstein
algebra is non-degenerate and externally irreducible. Thus we have proved:
A normal simplicial Bernstein algebra is regular.
LEMMA 3.7. The relation
w xL ? L g e q u , e q ui k i k
holds for all i, k g I j I .0 1
X w Ž .xProof. Let a g F and a g F . Then there is b g supp e q u andi k i
X w Ž .x w x w X X xb g supp e q u such that e q u g Int a, b and e q u g Int a , b .k i k
Therefore
1 1 X Xw x w xe q u q e q u s e q u e q u g int a, b ? a , b 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i k i k2 2
w X X x w X X xs Int aa , ab = ba , bb 4
w x; e, e q u , e q u .i k
X w xConsequently, aa g e q u , e q u .i k
Now, the main theorem can easily be proved.
THEOREM 3.1. E¤ery non-degenerate non-regular simplicial Bernstein al-
Ž .gebra A, D of rank m is as follows.
 4  4Up to partition I , I , I of the set 1, 2, . . . , m and to enumeration of the0 1 2
 4mq g  4di w xcanonical basis F s F , where F s a , the faces L s F arei is1 i i t ts0 i i
2  4in¤ariant with rank equal to 1, that is, L s e , wherei i
d di i
e s j a , j G 0, j s 1. 24Ž .Ý Ýi i t i t i t i t
ts0 ts0
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Furthermore, for i g I j I the face L is 0-essential, and hence j ) for0 1 i i t
all t. Their products are
I. For either i, k g I or i, k g I ,0 1
w xa a s z e q z e g e , e , 25Ž .i t k l ik , t l i k i , l t k i k
where
d , d d , di k i k
j j z s j j z .Ý Ýi t k l ik , t l i t k l k i , l t
t , ls1 t , ls1
Ž .This means that e e s e q e r2.k k i k
II. For i g I and k g I ,0 1
e q ei k
L ? L s . 26Ž .i k 2
III. For i g I and k g I ,0 2
e q fi k
L ? L s , 27Ž .i k 2
where
d dk k
f s z a , z G 0, z s 1.Ý Ýk k t k t k t k t
ts1 ts0
IV. For each i g I and k g I ,1 2
e q fi k i
L ? L s , 28Ž .i k 2
where
d dk k
f s z a , z G 0, z s 1.Ý Ýk i k i , t k t k i , t k i , t
ts0 ts0
Ž . Ž . 4Besides, for each pair i, p , i, p g I , such that L ? L / e q e r2 , we1 i p i p
ha¤e f s f .k i k p
Ž .V. For some distinct pairs i , k , 1 F j F g , with i - k and i , kj j j j j j
g I , we ha¤e2
d d di k mq jj j
L ? L s a a q b a q d a , 29Ž .Ý Ý Ýi k jt i t jt k t jt mqjtj j j j ž /ž / ž /ts0 ts0 ts0
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where a , b G 0, d ) 0, andjt jt jt
dd dki mq jjk
a q b q d s 1.Ý Ý Ýjt jt jtž /ž / ž /ts1 ts1 ts1
Ž .For all remaining pairs i, k with i F k, i, k g I , we ha¤e2
d di k
L ? L s a a q b a , 30Ž .Ý Ýi k ik , t i t k i , t k tž / ž /ts0 ts0
where a , b G 0 andik , t k i, t
d di k
1a s s b .Ý Ýi k , t k i , t2ž / ž /ts0 ts0
VI. Furthermore, for 1 F i F m and 1 F j F g ,
a a s l a e q l a e , 31Ž .i l mqj , t jt i l i jt i l kj j
where 0 - l - 1, l q l s 1, andjt jt jt
dd d dki mq j mq jjk
1a q d l s s b q d l .Ý Ý Ý Ýjt jt jt jt jt jt2ž / ž /ž / ž /ts0 ts0 ts0 ts0
Finally,
a a s l l e e q l l e e q l l e emq j , l mqg , h jl g h i i jl g h i k jl g h k ij g j g j g
ql l e e . 32Ž .jl g h k kj g
Con¤ersely, the abo¤e described algebra is simplicial and Bernstein.
Notice that from Theorem 3.1 we can describe explicitly all non-regular
Ž .simplicial Bernstein algebras. If A, D is a simplicial Bernstein algebra,
 X Y4 X Ž 2 .then the canonical basis has a partition F , F where F s supp A .
² X: Ž w X x.Then B s F is a Bernstein subalgebra of A and B, F is a non-de-
w X xgenerate stochastic Bernstein algebra. Furthermore, F ? F ; F .
From this theorem and results obtained by Lyubich in the regular case
we have
Ž .COROLLARY 3.4. Let A, D be a simplicial Bernstein algebra of rank m.
mŽ .Then it has at least non-degenerate simplicial subalgebras of rank k fork
k s 1, 2, . . . , m.
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